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Incidence Structures whose Planes are Nets
ALAN P. SPRAGUE
A d-net is a connected semilinear incidence structure 1T such that (D1) every plane is a net,
(D2) the intersection of two subspaces is connected, (D3) if two planes in a 3-space have a point
in common then they have a second point in common, and (D4) the minimum number of points
which generate 1T is d. Let V be a vector space over a skew field F, and W a subspace of finite
codimension d. Let P, L be the set of d-, (d -l)-dimensional subspaces respectively of V whose
intersection with W is the zero vector . The incidence structure (P, L2) is called an attenuated
space. We show every d-net for finite d '" 3 is an attenuated space. We also characterize d-nets
(together with AG(d,2» as those incidence structures belonging to the diagram
N N
0__0 __0_ ••• _0 where 0-<> signifies a projective plane and 0---0 signifies a net.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An incidence structure is a triple (P, L, I) where P, L are sets (whose elements are called
points, lines respectively) and I ~ P x L. We also require that every line be incident with
at least two points. An incidence structure is semilinear if at most one line contains any
two points, and linear if exactly one line contains any two points. The adjacency graph of
the incidence structure 1T = (P, L, I) is the graph Orr having P as vertex set, and two points
adjacent if same line is incident with both. For any set S of points of 1T, S is connected if
the induced subgraph of Orr on S is connected. The distance between two sets S, T of
points, written dist(S, T) or distrr(S, T), is the minimum distance in Orr between any point
of S and any point of T. Two points of 1T are said to be adjacent if they are adjacent in
Orr (i.e. same line contains both). The diameter of 1T, written diamfsr), is the diameter
of Orr'
A set S of points is a line closed set if whenever a line m is incident with at least two
points of S, then all points of m are in S. If S is a line closed set and connected, we will
say that S is a subspace. Any line closed set S is an incidence structure in a natural way:
the lines of S are exactly those lines which are incident with at least two points of S, and
incidence is inherited from 1T.
For a subset T of P, (T) represents the intersection of all line closed sets which contain
T; then (T) is a line closed set. If T is connected then (T) is a subspace. Let S be a
subspace; a set T of points generates S if T is connected and (T) = S. The dimension of
a subspace S (written dimeS»~ is that cardinal number d such that the minimum cardinality
of any generating set for S is d + 1. If 1T is semilinear then the I-dimensional subspaces
of 1T are exactly the lines of 1T. A plane of 1T is a subspace of dimension 2, and for j;;=': 3
a j-space is a subspace of dimension j.
We will say that a line intersects a subspace if the subspace contains exactly one point
of the line.
A net is a semilinear incidence structure 1T = (P, L, e) such that
(Bl) Ipl>l;
(B2) L is partitioned into at least three non-empty classes such that
(i) the lines of each class partition P,
(ii) lines of different classes intersect.
We will say that lines of a net 1T are parallel lines if they are equal or disjoint. By (B2)
parallelism is an equivalence relation. All nets are planes, except the affine plane of order
2, which has a minimal generating set of four points.
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Let 7T' be a connected semilinear incidence structure. We say that 7T' is a d-net, where
d = dim(7T' ), if 7T' satisfies the following three conditions.
(D l ) Each plane of 7T' is a net.
(D2) The intersection of two subspaces is a subspace.
(D3) If two planes in a 3-space have a point in common, then they also have a second
point in common. .
We give an algebraic construction for d-nets. Let V and W be left vector spaces over
the skew field F. Let d, t be the respective dimensions of V, Wand let d be finite. Let
V = Vffi W. For i",. diet Yj be the set of all i-dimensional subspaces V' of V so that
V ' n W = {OJ. Let Y= LJ{9i = 0",. i",. d}. The incidence structure 7T'= (Yd, Yd - h 2) will
be called the (d, F, t )-attenuated space . If t = 1 then 7T' is the affine d-space over F. If
F = GF(2) and t = 1 then 7T' is the affine d-space of order 2, and does not satisfy (D l );
otherwise 7T' is a d-net, and subspaces of 7T' are in one to one correspondence to members
ofY.
The major purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. Every d-net, where d ~ 3 is an integer, is a (d, F, t)-attenuated space for
some skew field F and some cardinal number t.
3-nets were introduced by Laskar [4, 5]. The definition given here of d-nets, for the
case d = 3, is essentially equivalent to Laskar's definition, once the finiteness requirements
of [4, 5] are relaxed. Besides the affine 3-space of order 2, a single family of incidence
structures, arising from cubic lattices , satisfies Laskar's definition but not the definition
given here of 3-net. The relation between the definitions of 3-net is discussed more fully
in [10].
Theorem 1 is proved by induction on d. The induction is started by the following
theorem, proven in [9].
THEOREM 2. Every 3-net is a (3, F, ty-attenuated space for some skew field F and some
cardinal number t.
Theorem 1 has an analogue which is expressible in the language of diagrams, as
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(1.1)
N
are exactly d-nets, plus AG(d, 2). Here the rank 2 diagram 0-----0 signifies a net, and
AG(d, 2) is the affine d-space of order 2.
In Section 2 a second algebraic construction, equivalent to the construction of attenu-
ated spaces, is given. Sections 3-6 are devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. Section 7 states
and proves a diagram theoretic analogue to Theorem 1.
We note in passing that the adjacency graph of an (d, F, t)-attenuated space is distance
transitive, and has diameter min(d, r); hence the adjacency graph (if finite) affords an
example of an association scheme of min(d, t) association classes.
2. VECTOR d-NETS
In this section we describe a second algebraic construction for d-nets. The incidence
structures constructed will be called vector d-nets. We then describe some features of
vector d-nets and sketch the proof that they are (except for AG(d, 2)) indeed d-nets. We
omit the proof that for finite d an incidence structure is a vector d-net iff it is a
d-dimensional attenuated space.
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Let F be a skew field, d and t cardinal numbers with d finite, and W a t-dimensional
left vector space over F. Let P = W d. For any a = (at. a2, . . . , ad) E r', let a W =
{(a I w, a2W, . . . , adw) WE W} . For elements x, y of P letx +y be computed by component-
wise addition, and for subsets S, T of P let S + T = {x + y: XES, yET}. Let L =
{a W +x: a E tr', a ¥ (0, 0, ... , 0), X E Pl. We call (P, L, E) = P the (F, t)-vector d-net. The
following observations may be made regarding P.
(2.1) If t = 1 then P is an affine d-space.
(2.2) The automorphism group of P is transitive on points .
(2.3) Define two lines to be parallel if one is a coset of the other. Then each parallel
class of lines partitions P.
(2.4) Let m and m' be distinct lines containing the points 0= (0, 0, ... ,0). Then
m = a W, m' = a' W for some a, a' E tr'. (a, a') is a 2-dimensional subspace of pd. The
subspace of P generated by m and m' is e =U{n E L: n 11m, n intersects m'} = a W +a' W.
Now e is a net, and the parallel classes of lines of e are in one to one correspondence with
l-dimensional subspaces of (a, a').
(2.5) A subset S of P is a subspace of P iff S = p +L {f3 W: f3 E X} where pEP and X is
some subspace of tr. Proof of this is via the following inductive lemma.
Lemma. Let S be a subspace, S =L {f3 W: f3 E X} where X is a subspace of tr', and
m =p +a W be a line containing a point of S. Then all lines parallel to m and containing at
least one point of S are in the subspace generated by Sand m (written (S, m», and
(S, m) = Bf3W: f3 E (X, a)}.
That P satisfies (Dl ) and (D2) and diml«) = d, is clear from (2.4) and (2.5). That (D3)
holds is a reflection of the fact that two 2-dimensional subspaces of a 3-dimensional vector
space have a I-dimensional intersection.
We list next several additional properties of the vector d-net P, which are used in the
proof of Lemma 3.1.
(2.6) diamu-) ~ d.
(2.7) For any x E P and mEL, dist(x, m) ~ d-1.
(2.8) For any x E P and any plane e of P, dist(x, e)~ d - 2.
(2.9) If H is a maximal subspace of P, m and n are parallel lines of P, and m intersects
H, then n intersects H .
3. PARALLELISM OF LINES
In this section we start the proof of Theorem 1. The proof will be by induction on d.
The case d = 3 is handled by Theorem 2. Throughout this section and also Sections 4-6,
we assume that 7T = (P, L, E) is a d-net for some d ~ 4, and that all d' -nets for 3~ d' < d
are attenuated spaces of dimension d', Then for all subspaces S of 7T, if dim(S) < d then
S is a (d', F, t)-attenuated space for some cardinal numbers t and d' (d' < d) and some
skewfield F. Equivalently, S is a (F, t)-vector d' -net. We let E be the set of planes of 7T.
For any plane e of 7T we let lie denote the parallelism on lines of the net e: mllen iff m
and n are equal or disjoint lines of e. We let II be the transitive closure of the set of relations
{lie: e E E}: we write m lin and say that m is parallel to n, if there exist lines m, and planes
e, so that m = mo, n = m, for some r, and mj_llle'mj for 1~ i ~ r. For any subspace S of 7T
we define a relation, written lis, on certain lines not in S. lis is critical in the development
of properties of II. For any subspace S of 7T, 115 is the equivalence relation on the set of
lines intersecting S which is the transitive closure of {lie: e (1 S is a line} (restricted to lines
which intersect S). In other words , for lines m, n which intersect S, mllsn iff there exist
planes e, and lines m, with mo=m, n =m, for some r,such that ei (1 S is a line and mj_llle'mj
for 1~ i ~ r. (Hence m, intersects S for each i.)
LEMMA 3.1. Let S be a subspace of 7T, and dim S ~ d -1. Let m be a line intersecting
S. Then {n : n 115m} contains exactly one line through each point of S.
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PROOF. We establish some notation. Let c = (xo, XI, ... , z, = xu) be a circuit, and Xi,
Xi distinct vertices (points) of c. By cti, j) we mean the path (Xi, Xi+b ,Xi-I, Xi), where
the subscripts are taken modulo r, and c -lU, j) is the path (Xi> Xi-I, , Xi)' If Pl and pz
are paths, and the last vertex of Pl is the same as the first vertex of Pz, then by P1PZ we
mean the path which is the concatenation of Pl and pz.
Let (Yo, Yh ... , Yr = Yo) be a circuit in S. We call (Yo, Yh ... , Yr) a bad circuit if there
exist lines m, and planes ei so that mollsm, Yi E m.; mi_llle'mj, but mo -:f=. m.. (Then millsm for
0,,;;; t e:r.) We assume that the assertion of this lemma is false. Then there is a bad circuit.
Note that if c = (xo, Xl, ... , Xn = xo)is a bad circuit and P = (Yo, Yh ... , Yt) is a path with
.Yo = x, and Yt = x, for some rand s, then pc(s, r) or pc-\r, s) is a bad circuit. Let n be the
least integer for which there exists a bad circuit of length n, and let c = (xo, XI, ... , Xn = xu)
be a bad circuit of length n. Let m, be a line (for 0 ,,;;; i ,,;;; n) and e, be a plane (for 1 ,,;;; i ,,;;; n)
so that Xi E mi; mollsm, mj_l11e'mi, but m« -:f=. m.:
We observe that for j > i the distance in S between Xi and Xi equals min(j - i, n + i - j).
Else, letting p = (Xj = Yo, Yh Yz, ... , Yt= Xi) be a shortest path from Xi to Xi> pc(j, i) and
pc -lU, j) are both circuits of length less than n and at least one is bad, contrary to the
assumption that no bad circuit has length less than n.
Since S is a vector s-net for some s ,,;;; d -1, diam(S)";;; s. Then the distance in S between
Xo and Xd is at most d -1. Therefore, n ,,;;; 2d -1.
We show n ~ 2d - 3. Let p be the greatest integer in n12. Let Sl = (xo, XI, Xz, ... , xp)
and Sz = (xp, Xp+h ... , Xn = xo). Now p ,,;;; diam(Sl) and dim(Sl)";;;p so by (2.6) dim(Sl) =
p. Sl n S: is a subspace containing Xo and Xp so diam(Sl n Sz) ~ p. Hence dim(Sl n Sz) =
dim(Sl) =p, so S, r;; S» If n e:2d - 4 then dim(Sz)";;; d - 2 because Sz is generated by
n - p +1 points. Then (Sz, mo) would be a d' -net for some d' ,,;;; d -1 containing the entire
bad circuit c and each line m, (0";;; i ,,;;; n). Since no vector d' -net contains such a
configuration, then n ~ 2d - 3.
In the next three paragraphs we complete the proof by showing n cannot take on the
values2d -1, 2d -2, 2d -3. Suppose n = 2d -1. Let h = (Xd-b Xd)' By (2.7) dists(xo, h),,;;;
d - 2. Let r = dists(xo, h), YE h so that dists(xo, y) = r, and p be a path of length r from
Xo to y. Let ql = (Y, Xd-l) and qz = (Y, Xd). Either pqlC-1(0, d -1) or pq-ctd, 0) is a bad
circuit; however, both of these circuits have length d +r < n. This contradicts the minimal-
ity of n.
Suppose n = 2d - 2. Let e = (Xd-Z, Xd-h Xd). Since e is a plane by (2.8) dists(xo, e)";;;
d - 3. Let r = dists(xo, e), YE e so that dists(xo, e) = r, and p be a path of length r from Xe
to y. Let u be a point of the line (Xd-Z, Xd-l) which is adjacent to Y, and v be a point of
(Xd-h Xd) adjacent to y. Define the paths ql = (Y, u, Xd-Z) and q. = (Y, v, Xd). Then one of
the circuits pq« -\0, d - 2), pqic (d, 0), (Y, U, Xd-b v, y) is a bad circuit, but each has length
at most d + r < n.
Suppose n = 2d - 3. Let Sl = (xo, Xl, ... , Xd-Z) and Sz = (Xd-h Xd, ... , X2d-3 = xo). Sl
and Sz are (d -2)-nets contained in S. If Sl = Sz then (Sb mo) would be a (d -1)-net
containing the entire bad circuit c and each line m, (0";;; i,,;;; n); since no vector (d -1)-net
contains such a configuration, this is impossible. Hence, Sl -:f=. Sz, so S is a (d -1)-net and
S, and S: are distinct maximal subspaces of S. Let h' = (Xd-Z, Xd-l) and h be the line
parallel to h' and containing Xd-3. By (2.9) h intersects Sz at some point y. Either
(xo, Xl, ... , Xd-3, y, Xd-b ... , X2d-3 =xu) = c' or (y, Xd-3, Xd-Z, Xd-b y) = c" is a bad cir-
cuit.Since c" is too short to be bad, then c' is bad. Let S~ = (xo, Xh ... , Xd-3, y) and
S~ = Sz. S~ and S~ are (d - 2)-nets. S~ n S~ contains both Xo and y, and dists(xo, y) = d - 2,
so S~ n S~ is also a (d - 2)-net. Hence, S~ = S~. However it is equally impossible to have
S~ = S~ as it was to have Sl = Sz.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let S be a subspace of 7T, m a line intersectingS, and dim(S)";;;d-1.
Then {n: n Ilsm} is a set of disjoint lines.
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PROOF. Suppose some point y is on at least two lines nlo n2 such that ndlsm (i = 1, 2).
Let e be the plane (nlo n2) and Xi = n, n 5 (i = 1, 2). Let h be the line of e containing Xl so
that hllen2. Then h;t; nl and hllsm, contradicting Lemma 3.1.
For any subspace 5 of TT and line m intersecting 5 we let 5 + m = U{n: nllsm}. For any
subset T of 5 + m we let p : T ~ 5 be the mapping such that for any point X of T, (x, xP)llsm
(and if x E 5 n T then x" = x). We call p the projection of T into 5 by m.
LEMMA 3.3. Let 5 be a subspace of 5, m and n distinct lines intersecting 5, and
dim(5) ",;; d - 1. Let m Iisn.
(a) For any attenuated space A containing both m and n, m and n are parallel lines ofA.
(b) If some line intersects both m and n then e = (m, n) is a plane, and mllen.
PROOF
(a) Let A be an attenuated space containing m and n, and T = 5 nA. It is clear that
mllrn. Let IIA be the parallel relation among lines of A. IIA is the transitive closure of
{lie: e E E, e s;; A}. By the definition of lin mllrn implies that milAn.
(b) Let some line intersect both m and n. Then e = (m, n) has dimension at most 3. If
e is a 3-net then by part (a) m and n are parallel lines of e. Since some line intersects m
and n, e is a plane, not a 3-space. Hence e is a plane. Now clearly mllen, since m and n
are disjoint.
LEMMA 3.4. Let 5 be a subspace of TT, m a line intersecting 5, and dim(5)"';;d -1. Let
T be a subspace such that T s;; 5 + m and p be the projection of T into 5 by m. If T n 5 = 0,
then T~ T P.
PROOF. It is clear that p is a bijection from T to T P: if tf = t~ (where tlo t2 are distinct
elements of T), then T contains the line «; t2) which contains the point tf of 5.
To show p is an isomorphism of incidence structures we must show that for any subset
h of T, h is a line iff h" is a line. Let h = (tlo t2) be a line of T. Let e = (tf, tl, t2, t~); by
Lemma 3.3 (b) e is a plane and (tlo tOII'(t2' t~). Then e n 5 contains at least two points so
en 5 is a line. Clearly h" = en 5.
Let h be a line of T", and t E T so that t" E h. Let e be the plane (t, h). Now en T
contains more than one point of T, so en T is a line T. Then (e n Tt = h.
LEMMA 3.5. Let 5 be a subspace of TT, m a line intersecting 5, and dim(5)"';;d -1. Then
5 + m is a subspace.
PROOF. Since 5 + m is obviously connected, it is sufficient to show that 5 + m is line
closed.
Let h be a line containing two points Ylo Y2 of 5 + m. Let ndlsm and Yi E n, (i = 1, 2). By
Lemma 3.3 (b) e = (nlo n2) is a plane. Now h s;; 5 + m = 5 + nl because h s;; e = U{n: n
intersects 5 n e, nllenl} S;;U{n: nllsnl}'
The following lemma states a weak form of what, in lattice theory, is called the exchange
axiom.
LEMMA 3.6. Let 5 be a subspace of TT, and dim(5)"';;d -1. Let y, z be points so that
dist(y, 5) = disttz, 5) = 1. If z E (5, y) then y E (5, z ).
PROOF. Let m be a line containing y and intersecting 5. Then (5, y) =5 + m. If
z E (5, y) then there is a line n containing z so that nllsm. Then (5, y) = 5 + n = (5, z ).
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We call a maximal subspace H of 1T a hyperplane if dim(H) = d -1.
LEMMA 3.7 . Let the line m intersect the hyperplane H . Then for an y line n, nllm iff nllHm.
PROOF. It is clear that for any line n if mllHn then mlln. Assume this lemma false.
Then there exists a plane e and lines nh n zof e so that ntlrn2, ntllHm, n2~Hm (and therefore
ntllm, n21Im ). Let y E nt and Z E n2 so that y and z are adjacent. Since His ahyperplane,
H + m = 1T; therefore for some line m., Z E m, and mzllHm. Now by Lemma 3.3 (b) lines
m , and nt are parallel lines of the plane tm.; nt). Since (m z, nt) = e, then nz = m.. This
contradicts n2~Hm.
COROLLARY 3.8. If for every line m there is a hyperplane H so that m intersects H then
every parallel class of lines is a partition of the points of 1T.
COROLLARY 3.9. If m and m' are lines, H is a hyperplane, m intersects H, and mllm'
then m' intersects H.
LEMMA 3.10. All proper subspaces of 1T are s-nets for s < d.
PROOF. 1T has at least one hyperplane H. Let m be a line intersecting Hand p the
projection of 1T onto H by m. Let T be a proper subspace of 1T. To complete the proof
we will show that dim T»: dim H. Note that since H is an attenuated space, all proper
subspaces of H have dimension less than dim H = d - 1.
If TnH = 0 then T= T P, so dim T:s;;dimH.1f T nH;>c 0 then T= TnH +m' for
some m'llm. Then dim(T)=dim(TnH)+l:s;;dimH (unless TnH=H in which case
T = 1T) .
A result of this lemma is that all maximal subspaces of 1T are hyperplanes.
4. LOCAL STRUCTIJRE
In this section we examine the lattice of all subspaces of 1T containing a given point x.
A lattice Z' is said to have finite length if every completely ordered sublattice of !£ is finite.
The lattice of subspaces of 1T has finite length, for every proper subspace of 1T is an
attenuated space of dimension less than d. In the sequel all lattices will have finite length,
and consequently have a least element O.
An interval [a, b] of a lattice !£ (where a «; b) is the sublattice of !£ containing all
elements c of !£ such that a :s;; c :s;; b. We say that b covers a if a :s;; b and [a, b] contains
only a and b. An atom of!£ is any element of !£ which covers O. A line of!£ is any element
of !£ which covers at least one atom.
Let A be the set of atoms of !£. !£ is called atomistic if for all elements b of !£,
b =V{a: a E A, a :s;; b}. !£ satisfies the exchange axiom if for all elements b .and atoms at,
a2such that a2:S;; b vat and a2~ b, then a t :s;; b v a2. A geometric lattice isan atomistic lattice
satisfying the exchange axiom. We may define a lattice (of finite length) to be modular if
for all elements band c, b v c covers b iff c covers b 1\ c. A projective lattice is a modular
geometric lattice. A projective lattice is irreducible if every line covers at least three points.
Let x be a point of 1T, L; the set of lines containing x, and Ex the set of planes containing
x . Then Lx is the set of atoms of the lattice [x, 1T]. (Here [x, 1T] is an interval in the lattice
of all subspaces of 1T).
LEMMA 4.1. [x, 1T] is a geometric lattice.
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PROOF. Let S be a proper subspace of 1T containing x. Then S is an attenuated space,
so [x, S] is atomistic and S = V{m: m e Lx, m 5; S}. To complete the proof that 1T is
atomistic we need to show that 1T = V{m: m e Lx}; to accomplish this it is enough to show
for any proper subspace S of 1T that S does not contain all lines of Lx. Let S be a proper
subspace of 1T containing x and m a line intersecting S. Then S + m contains a line n such
that n Ilsm, x E n, and n <6; S. Then [x, 1T] is atomistic.
We show [x, 1T] satisfies the exchange axiom. Let S be a subspace containing x, and m,
n E Lx. Let n 5; (S, m) but n <6; S. Let y E m - Sand ZEn - S. Since S ""1T then S is an
attenuated space. By Lemma 3.6 (S, m) = (S, y) = (S, z) = (S, n).
LEMMA 4.2. [x, 1T] is an irreducible projective lattice.
PROOF. Let Ss, Sz be subspaces of 1T containing x. If Sz covers SI II Sz then SI v Sz
covers Sl, since [x, 1T] is geometric. Hence to show [x, 1T] is modular it is sufficient to
assume that SI v Sz covers SI and show Sz covers SI II Sz. Because [x, 1T] is atomistic, there
is an m e L; so that m 5; Sz, m <6; SI. Since SI v Sz covers SI then SI v Sz =SI + m. Let
T =SI II S» Clearly T + m 5; Sz. That T + m = S: is clear from considering the projection
map of S» into SI by m. Since Sz = T + m then Sz covers T = SI II Sz. Hence [x, 1T] is
modular, and therefore projective. Since every plane of 1T is a net (with at least three lines
through each point), [x, 1T] is an irreducible projective lattice.
It is now clear that the hypothesis of Corollary 3.8 is satisfied, so every parallel class of
lines is a partition of points.
5. PARALLELISM OF HYPERPLANES
For hyperplanes Hs, Hz we define HI and Hz to be parallel (written HIIIHz) if
HInHz =0 or HI =Hz.
LEMMA 5.1. Let Hs, Hz be parallel hyperplanes, and line m intersect HI. Then m'
intersects Hz for every line m' parallel to m.
PROOF. Let p be the projection of Hz to HI by m; then Hz ==H~ 5; HI. Since HI is
an attenuated space of dimension d -1 and H~ is a subspace of HI which also has
dimension d -1, then H~ = HI. Then the point m n HI is in H~, so some point of m is
in Hz. Then m intersects Hz, and by Corollary 3.9 every line parallel to m intersects Hz.
LEMMA 5.2. Parallelism is an equivalence relation on hyperplanes.
PROOF. It is sufficient to show that parallelism is transitive. To do this we let S, H, H'
be distinct hyperplanes and SZH'IIH, and show that SZH. Let T = S n H'; some point x
is in T since SZH'. T is a maximal subspace of S because [x, 1T] is a projective lattice.
Then S = T + m for some line m intersecting T. Then m intersects H', and by Lemma 5.1
m intersects H. Since m 5; S then SZH.
LEMMA 5.3. Let H be a hyperplane. The set of hyperplanes parallel to H partitions the
points of 1T.
PROOF. To prove this lemma it is sufficient to show that for all points x not on H, x
is on a hyperplane H; which is disjoint from H. Let x be a point not on H. Some line m
contains x and intersects H.
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Let Xo =H II m. In the projective lattice [xo, 'TT' ], H is generated by some set {ni: 1:s;; i :s;;
d -I} of atoms; then n, is a line containing Xo for all i. For each i let m, be the line which
contains x and is parallel to n; Let H; be the subspace of 'TT' generated by{mi: 1:s;; i:s;; d -I}.
Now dim(Hx):S;; d -1 because H; is generated by a set of d -1 concurrent lines (and
therefore generated by a connected set of d points). Therefore H; ,t. 'TT'. We must still show
that H; is a hyperplane, and that H, is disjoint from H.
It is easy to see that if H; is disjoint from H then H; is a hyperplane. Let p be the
projection from H; to H by m. Since H~ contains n, for all i then H~ = H. If H; II H = 0,
this implies that H; =H, so dim(Hx) = dim(H) and H; is a hyperplane.
We now show that H; II H = 0. Assume that H; II H = T,t. 0. By looking at the
projective lattice [t, 'TT' ] where t is a point of T we see that T is a hyperplane of H'; H, is
an attenuated space, so H; contains a subspace T' such that x E T ' and T' and Tare
parallel hyperplanes of H, (i.e. either T' = Tor T' is a hyperplane of H, and T' II T = 0).
Not all lines m, are contained in T ', because H; is generated by the lines m; Then for
some j, mj intersects T'. Then m, also intersects T. Now H contains n.; and also contains
a point of the line m.; so H contains every point of the plane tm; nj). (Note that since mjllnj
and m intersects both mj and n.; then (mjo nj) is a plane.) In particular, x E H. This
contradicts the assumption x.e H, so H; IIH = 0 .
....
6. COORDINATIZATION
We complete the proof of Theorem 1, using the results of Sections 3-5. First we show
one minor result.
LEMMA 6.1. Let H be a hyperplane of n, m, m ', n, n' be distinct lines all intersecting
H, and x, x' points of-t: - H. Let x = m II n, x' = m'r: n', mllm ', nlln', and some line contain
bothxandx'. Then (m, n) and (m ', n') are planes, and the lines (m, n) IlHand (m', n') IlH
are parallel.
PROOF. It is clear that (m, n) and (m', n ') are planes. Also, 'TT'* = (m, n, x') is either a
plane or a 3-space, and contains m /and n ', If 'TT'* is a plane then (m, n) II Hand (m /, n ') II H
are the same line, and hence parallel. If 'TT'* is a 3-space then [9, Remark 4.5] completes
the proof.
We prepare to coordinatize the set P of points of 'TT'. Let H be a hyperplane of 'TT', and
:le1 the parallel class of hyperplanes containing H. Let m be a line intersecting H at a
point o. Let m« be a line of H containing 0, and mi, a line intersecting m and m« but not
containing o. Let a be the projection of m onto m2 by mo. Let Ll, L; be the parallel classes
of lines containing m, m; respectively.
Let p be the projection of 'TT' onto H by m. Let T: P -+ m be the mapping so that for
every point y of 'TT', y T is a point of m, and y T and yare on the same hyperplane of parallel
class :le1• See Figure 1.
H is a (d -I)-net, so H is an attenuated space, or equivalently, H is a (F, t)-vector
(d -I)-net for some skewfield P and some cardinal number t. Let W be at-dimensional
left vector space over P. Then there is a bijection I/J :H -+ W d - 1 so that for all sets n of
points of H, n is a line iff nib is a coset of aW for some a «r':', a,t. (0, 0, ... ,0). We
may choose this coordinatizing map I/J for H so that o" = (0, 0, ... ,0) and mf =
W x Ox- .. x 0. We note the following fact about the coordinatization I/J of H.
(6.2). For any parallelogram x, y, z, u in H (in other words, for any four points x, y,





We coordinatize P using m as the first coordinate axis, mz as the second coordinate
axis, and in which H is coordinatized as Ox W d - I • Let X: P ~ W d be defined by yX =
(yXt, yX2, ••. , yXd) where yXt is the first coordinate of yr: and for i> 1 yXj is the j-l
coordinate of yP"'. Then y"'x E m x = W x Od-I, yPX EH X=°x wd-I, and yX = y"'x + ypx.
Some features of X are obvious. X is a bijection from P to W d• For each hyperplane
HI parallel to H, H~ = (w, 0, 0, ... , 0) +Ox W d - I for some WE W, and for each line ml
parallel to m, m f is a coset of m x (namely m f = vX + W X Od-I where v = ml n H). Also,
for each x E m there is aWE W so that XX = (W, 0, 0, ... ,0) and x"x = (0, w, 0, ... ,0).
Let II ={Wd, L", E} be the (F, t)-vectord-net, where L; ={w +~W: w E W d, ~ EPd}. To
show X is an isomorphism from 7T to II we must show that X acts as a bijection from L to
L; Most of the job of showing X maps L into L; is accomplished in Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4.
LEMMA 6.3. Let n ELs: Then n X ={w, Wz - W, W3, . . . , Wd): WE W} for some Wj E W
(2:s;; i:s;; d).
PROOF. Line n intersects H at a point x. Let XX = (0, WZ, W3, ... , Wd). Let WE W,
W ,e 0, and H; be the hyperplane parallel to H and containing the point of m whose image
by X is (w, 0, 0, ... , 0). Let y = n n He: y is the only point of n such that yXt = w. To prove
this lemma, it suffices to show that yX = (w, Wz- W, W3,"" Wd)'
We have y'"= H; n m; let y = Yo, Yh ... , Yr = y'" be a path in H; from y to y '. For
O:s;; i:s;; r let x, be the point of H so that (Xj, Yi) EL o, and let z, = yf. See Figure 2.
By Lemma 6.1, (Xj, zj)ll(xi+h Zi+l) for O:s;; i e: r -1. Since Hand H; are disjoint, then
(Yj, Yi+l) and (z;, Zi+l) are disjoint lines of plane (Yj, Yi+h z.), Then (Yi' Yi+l), II(Zio Zi+l).
Similarly (Yi' Yi+l)ll(xj, Xi+I). Therefore (Xj, Xi+l)II(Zi, Zj+1). Then Xi, Xj+h Zi+], z, is a
parallelogram, so xf - zf = Xf+l - zf+1 by (6.2).
Therefore, XX - z~ =x~<o" =x~.Since y~ = (w, 0, 0, ... , 0), then xf = (0, W, 0, ... ,0).
Then z~ =xx -x~ and yX = yPX +y"'x = z~ +y~ = (w, Wz-W, W3, ... , Wd).
LEMMA 6.4. Let n be a line intersecting H in a point. Then n X is a coset of~W for some
~Epd.
PROOF. For some point x of n let m~, m~ be the lines containing x so that m~llmo,
mUlm, and let eo = (n, m~), el = (n, mD.
Case 1. eo,e el. See Figure 3. Let n~ =eon H. We have n P =el n H. Then eo=
(m~, n~) =Uh EL: h e L o, h intersects n~}. Since n~ is a line of the vector (d -I)-net H
with coordinatization 1/1, (n~)X is a coset of yW for some y E pd (actually yEO x pd-I).
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FIGURE 2.
Then e~ =U{h x : h e L o, h intersects nb}, so e~ is a coset of yW + (1, -1,0, ... ,0) W by
Lemma 6.3 . Similarly, eI =(mI, nP)=U{h ELI : h intersects nP}. Since h" is a coset of
W x Od-I for all h e L, (namely, h X = v X + W X Od-I where v = h (1 H), then eI=
n Px + W XOd - l •
Finally, n = eo (1 eI, so n x = e~ (1 ef. By the foregoing calculations, n x is a coset of t3 W
for some t3 E pd.
Case 2. eo= el. Our technique here is the same as in Case 1: we find two planes whose
coordinates are known and which contain n. Let y = n (1 Hand n' be a line such that
yEn '£ Hand n' '# eo (1 H. Let n" be a line intersecting both nand n' but not containing
y. Then (n, n ') is a plane containing n distinct from eo, and tn, n') =Uh E L: h intersects
n', hlln"}. (n')X E L; because n' is a line of H, and for any line h such that hlln", h XE L; by
Case 1. Now it is clear that n x E L ; since n x = (n, n ')X(1 e~.
We finish the proof that X acts as an injection from L to L ; That X is an injection from
L to L X is obvious; we show L X£ Lv. Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 have done this for all lines
intersecting H, so we only need consider lines n such that n £ H' where H' is a hyperplane
parallel to H. Then n P is a line of H so nPXE Lv. and n x = (w, 0, 0, .. . , 0) +n PXfor some
W E W. Hence, n x E E; Therefore X acts as an injection from L into L i.
Finally we show X acts as a surjection from L to Lc. Clearly X acts as a bijection from
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{w + (1. -1, 0, ... ,0) W: wE W d} because each point of H is on a line of L o. Let ta E W d
and 13 E pd. Let n be the set of points so that n x = W + 13 w. To show that n is a line we
find two planes containing n. We will do this for the case 13 e p2 x Od-2; other cases are
analogous.
Let 13 = ib-; b2 , ••• ,bd) where b, E P. Let e1 be the set of points so that ei =
w + (0, b2, bs, ... , bd ) W + (1,0, ... ,0) W. Then n 5; e1. The preimage of w +
(0, b2 , b3 , ••• , bd)W is a line n' of H because l/J is an isomorphism from H to the vector
(d -I)-net Ox W d- 1. Therefore e1 = lj{h E L: hllm, h intersects n'}, so e1 is a plane of 7T.
Let eo be the set of points so that e~ = oa + (0, bz + b-, b-; ... , bd) W + (1, -1, 0, ... , 0) W.
Like eh eo is also a plane. Since ei 11 e~ = n x then n = e111eo. By (D2) n is a line.
Since X acts as a bijection from L to Lv, then X is an isomorphism, and 7T is a vector d-net.
7. DIAGRAMS
Theorem 1 has an analogue which is expressible with a diagram. For definitions and
conventions regarding diagrams see [3]. What is called an "incidence structure" in [3] is
called a Buekenhout incidence structure here.
THEOREM 3. Let 7T be a d-net; then the lattice of subspaces of 7T has diagram (1.1).
Conversely, let (S, I, ..1, d') be a Buekenhout incidence structure having diagram (1.1); then
where S, is the set of varieties of type i, T = (So, SI, 1) is a d-net or AG(d, 2), and if T is a
d-net then S corresponds bijectively to the set of all subspaces of T, minus the two subspaces
o and So. (This bijection maps each variety v E S to its shadow IT(v) = {p: pESo, plv}.)
PROOF. Let 7T be ad-net (2 ,,;;;; d < (0). If d = 2 then 7T is a net and it is clear that 7T has
diagram (1.1). If d > 2 then 7T is an attenuated space by Theorem 1. It is clear that the
lattice of subspaces of an attenuated space satisfies Axioms (1)-(3) of the definition of
Buekenhout incidence structure in [3] (where the type of a subspace is its geometric
dimension); it is also clear that it has diagram (1.1).
Conversely, let (S, I, ..1, d') be a Buekenhout incidence structure having diagram (1.1).
Then S is a set, I a symmetric relation on S, ..1 ={O, 1, ... , d -I}, and d' a mapping from
S to ..1. In [3] the sets S, are defined: S, ={x E S: d'(x) = i}. Then {So, SI, ... , Sd-1} is a
partition of S. We call elements of So points, elements of S, lines, and elements of S2
planes. It is clear that all lines have the same cardinality of points. If all lines have two
points then the diagram for S may be written as
AG(2,2)
o 0 0_0 ··_0
and S is known to be AG(d, 2).
We now assume that every line of S has at least three points. Define a partial order on
S by x ,,;;;; y iff xly and d'(x)";;;; d'( y). We embed the partially ordered set (poset) (S, ,,;;;;) in
the poset (S+, ,,;;;;) by adjoining two new elements 000, 001 to S, to serve respectively as
minimum and maximum elements of S+. Let T be the incidence structure (So, SI, 1') where
I' is the restriction of I (or equivalently, of ,,;;;;) to SoX S«.
It is known [3] that since S has diagram
'TrW7T 7T
0--0--0_· .. --0
then (S+, ,,;;;;) is a lattice. Let the mapping IT: S+-+ 250 be defined by IT( y) = {x E So: xly}
(and IT(ooo) = 0, IT(001) = So). It is known that IT embeds the poset (S+, ,,;;;;) into the poset
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of subspaces of T. If a were an isomorphism of posets then it would be clear that T satisfied
(Dl)-(D3), and the proof of Theorem 3 would be complete. That o is an isomorphism is
shown in Lemma 7.2.
For any point x we let L; = {m E Sl : x ~ m} and Ex = {e E S2: x ~e}. For any subspace
T of T and point x of T we let T, ={m ELx: u(m)~ T}.
LEMMA 7.1. Let T, T' be subspaces of T and x be a point. Let x E TnT'. If Tx = T~
then T= T'.
PROOF. Since T and T ' are connected sets of points of T it is sufficient to show, for
any point y such that y is adjacent to x in T and yET, that (a) YET', and (b) T, = T~.
Let Ybe a point which is adjacent to x in T, and yET. Let m be the line which is incident
with x and y. The proof of (a) is easy. Since yET then u(m) ~ T so mE T; = T~. Then
y Eu(m) ~ T.
To show (b) we assume n is a line and n E T y , and show n E T~. We may assume n:;6. m.
For any subspace T* of T, point z of T*, and plane e containing z, if T: contains at least
two lines of e then u(e) ~ T*. (This would be false if lines had two points each.) Since m,
n have a point in common, they are both incident with some plane e. Since m, n E T; then
u(e) ~ T. Let h be a line distinct from m such that xIh I e. Then u(h) ~ T so h E T; Since
T; = T~, then h E T~, so u (e)s; T' and n E T~.
LEMMA 7.2. Let T be a subspace of T. Then for some u E S +, u (u ) = T.
PROOF. If T = 0 this is clear, so we presume ITI;;;. 1. Let x E T. Then Tx = (Lx, Ex, ~)
is a projective (d -I)-space [3]. T, is a subspace of Tx • (This would be false if lines had
two points each.) It is known that there is a u E S+ so that u ;;;. x and {m E S1: xIm, mIu} =
T; Then (u(u))x = T'; By Lemma 7.1 then u(u) = T.
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